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ALLIE  GOES  TALLINN!  –
#EASA2014
written by Allegra
July, 2014

IT’S  TIME!  The  biannual  conference  of  the  European  Association  of  Social
Anthropology, lovingly known as #EASA2014, is finally upon us. Our Allegra team
is already en route to lovely Tallinn. For all of you who’ll be joining us at the
event, come and have a chat (or a really deep intellectual conversation, as you
wish!) with us at our booth! We’ll  have a joint booth with HAU – Journal of
Ethnographic Theory, so you can catch two awesome projects at the same time.

And for everyone, also the folks at home, FOLLOW our fun & informative social
media coverage of the event! In addition to updating this site, we’ll be tweeting,
instagramming and facebooking our way through the four days of #EASA 2014.
Be  sure  to  follow  us  on  every  possible  media  and  give  us  feedback  with
comments!

To get in the right mood for the big event, here’s a checklist to see if you missed
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any of our preliminary #EASA2014 coverage! First, we had an interview with
Noel Salazar. Then we introduced our EASA Master of Ceremony, Felix Girke.
Next up for interviewing was Carlo Cubero, and then the very founding members
of EASA! We also spoke with Patrick Laviolette, and our very own Miia Halme-
Tuomisaari and Julie Billaud wrote about boredom — a theme we’re returning to
in Tallinn!

We have also created curated lists for you from the smörgåsbord of EASA goodies
– picking interesting labs, panels and films from the program. And of course
there’s our seminar, Stuck at the Gates, in Helsinki on Monday, 4th of August,
right after the main event!

And if  you’re still  wondering what to wear for the weekend, go read Carole
McGranahan’s vastly popular advice on how to dress chick for a conference!
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